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AIM  

 

To define a new job, advertise the job, select qualified applicants, fill the job and define the 

company's organizational structure.  

SETUPS  

 Make sure Job Positions have been defined in the company.  

 Make sure qualifications are listed in the Qualifications form and that possible values 

have been defined for each.  

 Make sure Employment Types have been defined.  

 Make sure possible types of certification have been defined in the Certification form.  

 Make sure Types of Job Interviews have been defined.  

 Make sure Types of Tests have been defined.  

PROCEDURE  

STAGE ONE: OPENING A NEW JOB  

 

1. Enter the Jobs form and specify the Date. A Job No. appears automatically, but may 

be revised.  

2. Select the appropriate Position. The position's description appears automatically in 

the Job Desc. column.  

3. Specify the Company in which the new job is offered.  

4. Specify the Department in which the new job is offered, and indicate the team 

leader in the On Team Of column.  

5. Specify the Boss's Job (i.e., the position code of the prospective employee's 

immediate superior). Note: The links between a jobs and its boss's jobs affects the 

organizational structure of the business, which can be viewed by running the Jobs 

Explorer.  

6. Specify the company Branch in which the new job is offered. The Region to which the 

branch belongs appears automatically. 

7. Click the Add'l Details tab and specify the relevant Location, Country and 

Employment Type (optional). 

8. Enter the Job Requirements sub-level form and record the requirements of the new 

job and the responsibilities involved.  

9. Enter the parallel Qualifications Required for Job sub-level form. For each 

qualification, specify the relevant Qualification Code. Use the Value and To Value 

columns to define the range of values required to be eligible for the current job.  

10. Flag the Mandatory column if the current qualification is mandatory for every 

candidate. 

11. Flag the Incl in Appl Search column in order to take this qualification into account 

when retrieving qualified candidates. 

12. Enter the parallel Interviews Required for Job sub-level form and select the 

appropriate interview codes from the Choose list. Tip: To define additional types of 

interviews, press F6 twice from the Code (Interview) column. 
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13. Enter the parallel Tests Required for Job sub-level form and select the appropriate test 

codes from the Choose list. Tip: To define additional types of tests, press F6 twice from 

the Type of Test column.  

STAGE TWO: ADVERTISING THE NEW JOB  

1. Enter the Jobs form and retrieve the new job.  

2. Enter the parallel Adds for Job sub-level form and specify the Date the ad will 

appear.  

3. In the Newspaper/Other column, select the name of the newspaper or other 

publication in which an advertisement was placed. Tip: To define additional 

publications, press F6 twice.  

4. Specify the Number of Ads that will appear.  

5. Attach any relevant documents in the Documentation (File) column.  

STAGE THREE: SELECTING JOB CANDIDATES  

1. Enter the Jobs form and retrieve the new job.  

2. Enter the Qualified Applicants for Job sub-level form. The form automatically displays 

all candidates and existing employees with a status that allows participation in the 

applicant pool, whose qualifications satisfy the job requirements.  

3. Flag the Add to Applic List column for each employee/candidate that you want to 

consider for the job. When you leave the form, the flagged candidates are deleted 

from the form and added to the parallel List of Applicants and Current Job 

Applicants sub-level forms. Note: You can also link employees/candidates to the job 

manually in the List of Applicants sub-level form.  

4. Enter the parallel Interviews Passed for Same Job sub-level form to view a list of final 

applicants for all jobs in the same position and department, including all applicants 

who have passed interviews for this position. 

5. Enter the parallel Tests Taken by Job Applicants sub-level form to record and view the 

tests taken by the applicants for this job.  

6. Enter the parallel Salary Offers sub-level form to record and view all salary offers 

made for this job.  

STAGE FOUR: FILLING THE JOB  

1. Enter the Jobs form and retrieve the new job.  

2. Enter the Current Job Applicants sub-level form. All applicants with the “Applying” 

status are displayed.  

3. Move to the record of the applicant that you want to hire for the current job and 

change the Status to “Hired”.  

RESULTS  

 

 The Filled column in the upper-level form (Position tab) is automatically flagged and 

the Status changes to “Filled”.  

 In the Hiring Data tab, the Filled Qty and Filled % columns are automatically updated.  
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STAGE FIVE: COPYING A JOB  

 

1. Enter the Jobs form and retrieve the job to be copied.  

2. Select Copy Job from the list of Direct Activations. The program duplicates the job's 

contents, including data defined in the various sub-level forms. The job definitions can 

be revised as necessary. Note: The program does not copy lists of applicants for this 

job.  

RESULTS  

 You can manage jobs in the system, taking into account required qualifications and 

the like.  

 You can view your company's organizational structure defined via the job hierarchy 

(using the Jobs Explorer).  

 
 


